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How to write a synopsis 
in JNU
Research methodology course How Tos...



▪ Every PhD student in JNU is required to write a research 
synopsis after coursework is completed, in consultation with the 
faculty member who is to be designated as the supervisor and a 
Research Advisory Committee. 


▪ The first submission is to the Centre faculty, before whom the 
student is required to orally present and defend this research 
proposal. The Centre level. The synopsis is then sent to the 
Committee of Advanced Studies and Research.


▪ For the M.Phil. degree, only a title is formally approved by the 
CASR, and no synopsis is required. However, our centre requires 
a synopsis to be submitted as well, but there is no viva voce.


▪ Read the Ordinances pertaining to your research degree, and 
make sure that your research proposal approval process is in 
sync with what they prescribe. 

In JNU
Research synopses



• There is no one "right" research strategy, but some may work 
better than others for certain topics, and for others, a 
combination of methods may be best. Normally, doing these 
things is helpful for you to plan your research and write the 
synopsis:

• Do not rush into data collection for your synopsis; first, read 

the research literature to glean what has already been reported/
analysed, crosscheck the empirical patterns with other native 
speakers, and only then plan a step of the elicitation of new 
data that you think is relevant for your synopsis. This step will 
simultaneously acquaint you with the existing literature in the 
area, something you have to address anyway in the synopsis.


• Brainstorm with others who have worked in the areas for ideas 
on what you must do, and to narrow down your topic. 

Think before you write!
Step 1



• Conceptualise your research as relatively autonomous sub-problems, 
requiring you to work on them sequentially and cumulatively. If your work is 
theoretically oriented, for example, you could decide to read and evaluate 
the theory first. 


• There can be many ways of breaking down a problem–choose whichever 
suits you and your research area best. In general, the objective here is to use 
the plan to structure the research exercise and to make it more tractable. 

• Suppose for example, you are studying Hindi verb agreement, your sub-

problems could be: 

• The licensing of subject-verb agreement – in which conditions does it 

take place? 

• The role of perfective aspect in blocking subject-verb agreement – why 

does transitivity and aspect create the conditions for (a) to be blocked? 

• The role of lexical case in blocking subject-verb agreement–when are 

subjects marked with a lexical Case? How does agreement with 
predicate nominals relate to (a) and (b)?

Plan your research, intellectually speaking
Step 2A



• Research proposals are evaluated for whether they are doable. 
When you write up a proposal, think about the practical things:

• Access: Working in a region/culture that is inaccessible to you 

on a daily basis poses certain specific problems. Ask yourself as 
to how you will convince the reader about your ability to gain 
physical access to the speakers/community/culture/archives/
sources of information. 


• Finances: You are planning a long-term research project with 
several unknown variables — do not plan on on the basis of 
money that you do not have yet. Don’t plan a resource-heavy 
project, and budget your work carefully.


• Time: given the havoc created by the pandemic, I don’t really 
have to elaborate much on how your life can suddenly be thrown 
off-kilter completely. Never assume that there will be enough 
time.  

Plan your research, practically!
Step 2B



▪ Title 
▪ Introduction 
▪ Scope and Objective 

a) Broad areas under which the research proposal falls

b) Research questions/hypotheses

c) Objectives of the study (about 500 words)


▪ Survey of the existing research literature in the area. 
▪ Primary source material proposed to be used for this study (applicable to 

original empirical research)

▪ Methodological approach 
▪ Tentative chapterisation (the candidate should write a small write-up for 

each chapter along with the chapter title)


▪ Select Bibliography (to include primary sources and secondary sources in 
alphabetical order)

The format prescribed by SLLCS
Writing the synopsis



• Take care to choose a title that is descriptive of your 
work, but at the same time not too specific, as you may 
find during the actual research that the title you began 
with is too narrow/wide. 


• A linguistics thesis title should name the major 
language(s) studied, identify the theoretical orientation of 
the work (implicit indications of the latter are fine), and 
should be based on scholarly reading of the current 
research literature.  

Changing this, or adding a subtitle, is impossible
Title



• Your synopsis is going to be read and evaluated by people 
who do not necessarily understand all the concepts and 
issues that you will discuss in the synopsis. The introduction 
should give a summary of the main concepts and key issues 
pertaining to your topic.


• It should also motivate your research topic and why it is 
worth investigating in general terms.


• Suggested template:

The first statement should be a bald assertion of what the thesis is 
about employing technical terminology…


Then explain key elements of this terminology…

Then explain why your research topic is important. Keep the 
statement general here. 

Be business-like 
Introduction



• The “scope” part of the section title is in service of the fact that research 
problems are generally of quite a broad and multi-faceted nature, and an 
individual research thesis does not usually cover the entire spectrum of 
questions associated with a topic. 

• For example, a topic like verb agreement in Hindi can plausibly be 

approached from a syntactic, acquisitional, processing/experimental, 
variationist, typological, areal, or sociolinguistic perspective. If you are 
going to adopt one, or a subset of these perspectives, you must delimit 
the area of your research at the very outset. A good research synopsis 
would then be one that first lists the full range of research questions that a 
particular topic relates to, and then demonstrates how the topic is 
delimited in the research at hand. 


• The sub-topic ‘broad areas under which the research proposal falls’ is 
therefore an explanation of the term ‘scope’. However, members of the CASR 
typically like to see the template followed with each section and subsection 
heading clearly mentioned in the synopsis. But this should not throw you, as 
there is a lot to do in this section. 

The most important section
Scope and Objective



• Basically, you should conceive of this section as a place where you 
define your theoretical assumptions, describe the phenomena in detail 
and narrow down to your specific research questions that your 
dissertation will address and then use the last 500 words to reflect on 
what answering your research questions will illuminate in the field. 


• A proposed plan for this section: 

Use the paras that follow the section title to (a) show that your awareness that 
the phenomenon can be researched from many angles and/or theoretical 
proposals

Then state your own angle/theoretical orientation and give your theoretical 
assumptions ...

Then elaborate on the linguistic phenomena you are going to study, giving all 
that you know, and the questions that arise...

Formulate your specific research questions (cf. the research questions lecture)

In 500 words, discuss how answering these research questions will move 
research forward, empirically/theoretically speaking. 

Contd.
Scope and Objective



Restrict to your specific topic
Existing research in the area

• In this section, you have to demonstrate your ability to critically 
engage with existing work on/close to the specific topic you are 
working on. Basically, answer the questions: Who else has 
worked on this or similar problems? What were their 
conclusions? Why are they unsatisfactory/not the complete 
story?  

• If your topic has not been worked upon yet, try and find work 
on a genetically related language that has. 


• Suggested template:

Do short summaries of the existing work. Point out its atrengths and 
shortcomings, both. You should address the existing work in 
chronological order. 


After a series of such summaries, discuss how it impacts upon your 
research topic.   



Data types

Primary source material and methodology

• It is worthwhile to think about the data you need 
seriously, the methods with which it will be collected, 
annotated and archived. This course has dealt with 
various methodologies exhaustively, and depending on 
your topic, you actually can now write this section well 

• Suggested template:

List the types of data you will need...


List the methods (including number of steps) that you will use 
to collect it....


List how you will annotate and archive it...



Don’t panic!
Tentative chapterisation

• This section gives you a chance to, at the start of the 
research, think of the final product. This part is only 
tentative and bot binding, so just think of it as an attempt 
to imagine how you would structure your final arguments. 
You obviously cannot determine what your findings will 
be at this stage but you CAN imagine the basic structure 
by which you will present and motivate them. Writing the 
para describing what’s in each chapter is essential. 



Bibliography

• This is your chance to learn the APA format. Go to the 
Research Manual.


